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This Fifth Edition is completely revised and expanded to cover JavaScript as it is used in today's
Web 2.0 applications. This book is both an example-driven programmer's guide and a keep-on-
your-desk reference, with new chapters that explain everything you need to know to get the most
out of JavaScript, including:Scripted HTTP and AjaxXML processingClient-side graphics using
the canvas tagNamespaces in JavaScript--essential when writing complex programsClasses,
closures, persistence, Flash, and JavaScript embedded in Java applicationsPart I explains the
core JavaScript language in detail. If you are new to JavaScript, it will teach you the language. If
you are already a JavaScript programmer, Part I will sharpen your skills and deepen your
understanding of the language.Part II explains the scripting environment provided by web
browsers, with a focus on DOM scripting with unobtrusive JavaScript. The broad and deep
coverage of client-side JavaScript is illustrated with many sophisticated examples that
demonstrate how to:Generate a table of contents for an HTML documentDisplay DHTML
animationsAutomate form validationDraw dynamic pie chartsMake HTML elements
draggableDefine keyboard shortcuts for web applicationsCreate Ajax-enabled tool tipsUse
XPath and XSLT on XML documents loaded with AjaxAnd much morePart III is a complete
reference for core JavaScript. It documents every class, object, constructor, method, function,
property, and constant defined by JavaScript 1.5 and ECMAScript Version 3.Part IV is a
reference for client-side JavaScript, covering legacy web browser APIs, the standard Level 2
DOM API, and emerging standards such as the XMLHttpRequest object and the canvas
tag.More than 300,000 JavaScript programmers around the world have madethis their
indispensable reference book for building JavaScript applications."A must-have reference for
expert JavaScript programmers...well-organized and detailed."-- Brendan Eich, creator of
JavaScript

About the AuthorDavid Flanagan is a computer programmer who spends most of his time writing
about JavaScript and Java. His books with O'Reilly include Java in a Nutshell, Java Examples in
a Nutshell, Java Foundation Classes in a Nutshell, JavaScript: The Definitive Guide, and
JavaScript Pocket Reference. David has a degree in computer science and engineering from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He lives with his wife and children in the U.S. Pacific
Northwest bewteen the cities of Seattle, Washington and Vancouver, British Columbia. David
has a blog at www.davidflanagan.com.
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calvinnme, “The 5th Edition was well worth the wait. First off, this is a review of the 5th edition,
released August 1, 2006. All other reviews prior to that date are talking about previous editions
of this book, which are considerably different than the current one.The reason the various
editions of this book have been so good over the last ten years is probably because they have all
been written by the same author, David Flanagan, who seems to really know his audience. Part
one of the book is pretty much the same as in the previous edition. It acts as a complete tutorial
on the language, taking you all the way from basic language constructs into object-oriented
programming and finally basic scripting.Where things get really interesting and cutting edge is in
part two of the book, "Client-Side Javascript". Most of the examples we've seen so far, while
legal JavaScript code, had no particular context - they were JavaScript fragments that ran in no
specified environment. Chapters 13 and 14, "Javascript in Web Browsers", and "Scripting
Browser Windows" provide that context. This begins with a conceptual introduction to the web
browser programming environment and basic client-side JavaScript concepts. Next, it discusses
how to embed JavaScript code within HTML documents so it can run in a web browser. Finally,
the chapter goes into detail about how JavaScript programs are executed in a web
browser.Next, the book turns its attention to the Document Object Model (DOM). Client-side
JavaScript exists to turn static HTML documents into interactive programs. It is the Document
object that gives JavaScript interactive access to the content of otherwise static documents. In
addition to the properties that provide information about a document as a whole, the Document
object has a number of very important properties that provide information about document
content. Chapter 15 explains all of these issues.Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a technology
intended for use by graphic designers or anyone concerned with the precise visual display of
HTML documents. It is of interest to client-side JavaScript programmers because the document
object model allows the styles that are applied to the individual elements of a document to be
scripted. Used together, CSS and JavaScript enable a variety of visual effects loosely referred to
as Dynamic HTML (DHTML). This is the subject of chapter 16, "Cascading Style Sheets and
Dynamic HTML".Interactive JavaScript programs use an event-driven programming model. In
this style of programming, the web browser generates an event whenever something interesting
happens to the document or to some element of it. For example, the web browser generates an
event when it finishes loading a document, when the user moves the mouse over a hyperlink, or
when the user clicks on the Submit button of a form. If a JavaScript application cares about a
particular type of event for a particular document element, it can register an event handler - a
JavaScript function or snippet of code - for that type of event on the element of interest. Then,
when that particular event occurs, the browser invokes the handler code. All applications with
graphical user interfaces are designed this way: they sit around waiting for the user to do
something interesting (i.e., they wait for events to occur) and then they respond. Chapter 17,
"Events and Event Handling", discusses these issues.The use of HTML forms is basic to almost



all JavaScript programs. Chapter 18, "Forms and Form Elements", explains the details of
programming with forms in JavaScript. It is assumed that you are already somewhat familiar with
the creation of HTML forms and with the input elements that they contain. If not, you may want to
refer to a good book on HTML.The Document object contains a property named "cookie" that,
on the surface, appears to be a simple string value. A cookie is a small amount of named data
stored by the web browser and associated with a particular web page or web site. Cookies serve
to give the web browser a memory, so that scripts and server-side programs can use data that
was input on one page in another page, or so the browser can recall user preferences or other
state variables when the user leaves a page and then returns. Thus, the cookie property controls
a very important feature of the web browser and is important enough to warrant a complete
chapter of its own, "Cookies and Client-Side Persistence".Internet Explorer on Windows, Safari
on Mac OS-X, Mozilla on all platforms, Konqueror in KDE, IceBrowser on Java, and Opera on all
platforms provide a method for client side Javascript to make HTTP requests. From humble
beginnings as an oddly named object with few admirers, it's blossomed to be the core
technology in something called AJAX. The object in question is called the XMLHTTPRequest
object, and it is not limited to being used with XML. It can request or send any type of document,
although dealing with binary streams can be problematical in Javascript. This chapter, "Scripting
HTTP", covers these issues. Since AJAX actually stands for "Asynchronous Javascript and
XML", the next chapter discusses Javascript and XML working together.The final two chapters
of part two of the book are very cool and interesting to me, but might not be of interest to the
standard professional Javascript programmer, since it deals with client-side graphics and
movies using Javascript. This includes working with VML, SVG, graphics and Java, and finally
using Javascript with Flash 8. Parts three and four form a reference section for Javascript,
including the various methods and their usages.The source code is well commented and
explained, as in all previous editions, and is available for download from the book's website. This
book is a great instructive textbook and reference on Javascript. I highly recommend it.”

Ken A. Collins, “Who Cares About Core vs. Client? Just Give Me an Alphabetical Reference!.
I've been using the JavaScript 1.1 version of this book by David Flanagan for years, but it was
becoming less and less useful to me as I increasingly needed to look up new additions to the
language that were missing from the older 1.1 book.I took the plunge and purchased the new
5th edition of the book. Flanagan still only provides mediocre examples, like when he explains
parseInt() he only shows integer arguments so it's no big surprise that he gets back integers. It
would be much better, say, if he showed how parseInt(2.5) returns 2 so it really can't be used to
validate that the input argument is an integer.My boss has the "JavaScript Bible 6th Edition" by
Goodman, but that book merely teaches the language, if you have that kind of time. You can't
really look things up in that book. Where this book by Flanagan excels is in its reference, but I
hate the new arrangement. Flanagan provided an A to Z reference in the 1.1 book, but not any
more.I nicked this review down a star because Flanagan now groups content in the reference by



whether it applies to what he calls "core JavaScript" vs. "client JavaScript". Who cares?
Speaking as a developer who jumps among multiple languages -- JavaScript, CSS, DHTML,
HTML, LotusScript, @formula language, Java -- to support several web applications, when I
need to look something up in JavaScript, I just want an alphabetical reference.I don't really care
if something is "DOM Level 1 Core JavaScript". I don't even know what the heck that means! I'm
not a JavaScript purist. JavaScript is just one of the tools I employ. Flanagan needs to realize
that his technical books are not novels, we don't read them from start to finish.Despite my
frustrations with the book, it's still a worthwhile purchase, I don't regret it.”

Genny, “Good textbook, great reference. This refers to the 5th edition.Ten years ago, JavaScript
support was so different among various web browsers, I gave up trying to do any logical
processing in JavaScript, and went into server-side programming.Today, you still have to do a
select few things two or three times in JavaScript to get them to work in all web browsers. But
with much better standardization across browsers -- including broad support for Ajax, or remote
scripting -- it's become worthwhile again to spend time on JavaScript development.So, I took an
online JavaScript class at the local community college. I bought this book as my reading
text.This "bible" of JavaScript skimps at times on simple examples, but provides several lengthy
general-purpose code samples that show how to abstract out the client-specific or case-specific
handling from an underlying set of routines.Only the first part of this book is instructional. Then,
there is the wonderful second half of the book, which is all reference. Divided into the core
language reference and the client-side JavaScript reference, it's an essential quick lookup tool.If
you are new to JavaScript or (like me) brushing up on it after a long time away, choose this book
as your in-depth background information and your ongoing reference text. Choose something
like Dori Smith's 
  
JavaScript and Ajax for the Web, Sixth Edition (Visual QuickStart Guide)

  
  
for your smaller, quick-start examples to play with.Unfortunately, as long as browsers don't all
support all the same JavaScript and CSS, there is still too much tedious hacking needed to
provide a useful interface on the client side. Neither this book nor any other will get you past that
little problem.”



Dougydoe, “A Must Have Book for every serious Web Developer. I have been trying to really
understand the basics of javascript from a number of books for sometime now and I must say no
book has given me the thorough coverage of almost every topic like this book.It's certainly a
reference book that must be on the desk of every javascript developer, whether you're a
beginner, mid-level like I'm or an advanced developer.I especailly like the way the first 2 parts
cover the core principles and the client side of javascript. Then you have the reference part that
drives deep into all the functions and capabilities of the language.It's well written, explains the
concepts very well and I think it's worth every penny.Working through books that have examples
is good but I have found out that these books cannot explain every concept as that is not their
main emphasis. This book does, and must be the first point of call for the beginner especially,
before any other javascript book.”

M. Hobson, “A Perfect Reference Book. I'm a complete noob when it comes to JavaScript. So
why, you may ask, did I plump for this book? Well, I'm glad you asked, because I came across
the idea of buying a beginner's guide AND an expert's reference when I was scouring the review
pages here in Amazon. "What a good idea" I thought, then I went ahead and ordered this book
and "JavaScript in Easy Steps" at the same time. This sounds unlikely, but believe me, the two
books complement each other very well, and together comprise what you might call a "crash
course" in JavaScript. Obviously, I can't review this as an expert, because I'm still a noob, and I
will remain so for quite some time. However, I know enough now to realise that this is going to be
an invaluable reference book as I begin to delve deeper into JS (as it's sometimes called)”

Personal, “Excellent. Ordered this for well under the price for new and got a second hand as-new
item. Ordered it and received it two days before the delivery estimate.The book is well structered
with an overview of the language lexicon followed by industry standard usage examples and a
well laid out references section both for language usage and client side usage. The writing style
is coherent and engaging with a clear narrative that should be understood by novice and expert
alike.On the whole very happy.”

VR, “Very good. A very good book and in perfect condition”

Lena, “The definitive guide, indeed!. Great place to understand not only JS but also
programming in general.A gem in any bookshelf. Used to borrow it from uni, eventually decided
to buy.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 157 people have provided feedback.
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